
ALLY SECURITY INCIDENT MANAGEMENT  
Cloud-based incident management platform that 
streamlines security incident management, records 
management, communications and reporting.

AVIGILON ALTA AWARE 
Simple, smart cloud-based video security systems  
that are cost-effective and allow you to scale quickly.  
Alta Aware video security systems are flexible and  
easily managed from any location.

AVIGILON  ALTA CONTROL CENTER 
Cloud-based access control system, that supports an open 
architecture for an unlimited number of users, entries and 
integrations for a flexible, future-proof solution.

AVIGILON  UNITY ACCESS 
Alarm and identity management provide superior control 
for accessing facilities. Avigilon Unity Access’ integration 
with the Avigilon Unity Video video management software 
offers a robust, end-to-end security solution to monitor and 
secure sites.

AVIGILON  UNITY VIDEO 
Fixed video products with Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and advanced analytics help you find and share critical 
intelligence faster.

AVIGILON  COMMANDCENTRAL AWARE ENTERPRISE 
Improve operational awareness, security and incident 
response with CommandCentral Aware Enterprise, a  
cloud-based solution that provides a consolidated  
view of real-time MOTOTRBO™ and WAVE-enabled 
broadband devices and incident locations, plus video 
cameras and feeds.

            ECOSYSTEM COMPONENTS: VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

WHY SAFETY REIMAGINED? 
BAYCOM has reimagined how  
safety is delivered by developing  
the first and only solution that unifies 
voice, video, data and analytics in a 
single platform. 

With one integrated technology 
ecosystem supported by a single, 
trusted solution provider, your 
organization can achieve the 
foundation of safety that everything 
else is built on while also reducing 
costs, stress and risk. 

Safety Reimagined is a unified 
solution that enables individuals, 
businesses and communities to work 
together in more powerful ways.
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DETECT 
Using Avigilon video security and analytics, 
an individual is detected suspiciously loitering 
in a stairwell. An alert is automatically sent to 
multiple radios and command centers based 
on predefined protocol.

ANALYZE 
Video in and near the stairwell is populated 
and captures the offender and their 
appearance; they are tracked over multiple 
zones and cameras.

COMMUNICATE 
The intruder's image and location are sent 
directly to security team radios for fast 
identification using voice and multimedia.

RESPOND 
With the intruder's image and location in 
hand, security quickly locates the individual 
and appropriate action is taken. An incident is 
logged with pre-populated fields and relevant 
data allowing for further training and analysis.

SCAN FOR MORE INSIGHTS INTO  
SAFETY REIMAGINED

READY TO BRING YOUR ECOSYSTEM TO LIFE?   
 BAYCOMINC.com 
 info@baycominc.com  
 800.726.5426

CONCEALED WEAPONS DETECTION (CWD)  
The CWD system combines powerful sensor technology 
with proven Artificial Intelligence (AI), security ecosystem 
integrations and comprehensive venue analytics to ensure 
safer, more accurate threat detection at an unprecedented 
speed and volume.

CYBERSECURITY 
Protects your organization by detecting and responding 
to cyber threats. Protects business and mission-critical 
communication systems, cloud applications, infrastructure, 
IT networks and endpoints.

MOTOTRBO RADIOS 
BAYCOM's Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) communications 
system. MOTOTRBO can be used for voice and data, 
tracking fleets via GPS, ensuring production lines are always 
up by receiving alerts when PLCs fall out of calibration and 
work order tickets for maintenance teams.

ORCHESTRATE 
A cloud-based virtual dispatcher that can streamline 
automated notifications to the right safety and security 
personnel to become more proactive versus reactive.

RAVE MOBILE SAFETY 
RAVE is purpose-built to enable emergency and 
operational notifications, critical data sharing and  
response coordination.

VB400 BODY WORN CAMERAS (BWC) 
The next generation of BWC technology that seamlessly  
fits around your existing workflows. All configuration  
and maintenance can be done ahead of time with our  
easy-to-use backend software, VideoManager. VB400  
has full shift recording, pre / post-recording capabilities  
and multiple ways to connect.

ORCHESTRATE IN ACTION: FAST, ACCURATE DECISION MAKING
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